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 Publisher Description "Fantasy games that focus on the high fantasy settings found in The Witcher are rare. Up until now, most fantasy adventures have focused on medieval-like settings. What if you could play a fantasy RPG set in the lands of The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt?" -Shroud of the Avatar RPG The fantasy setting of The Witcher is quite different from medieval-like settings. What if you could
play a fantasy RPG set in the lands of The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt? That's exactly what Rising Kingdoms is all about! The first project from Shroud of the Avatar developer Redbana, Rising Kingdoms is a roleplaying game designed for players who have the third game in the Witcher series, The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt. Set in the beautiful fantasy world of Equiada, home to magical creatures, mighty
leaders, and powerful wizards, Rising Kingdoms is a fully fledged roleplaying game with plenty of depth and options. The combat system is designed with tactical depth in mind, and integrates the whole tactical aspect of The Witcher's combat mechanics. It also adds RPG elements, such as leveling, paragon levels, and the like. The combat system works with a standard turn-based combat system

similar to that found in The Witcher, but it's a completely new system that has been designed with the needs of a fantasy RPG in mind. The economy is a core part of the game and is designed to ensure that players do not get themselves into debt. The game features an advanced crafting system with a functional crafting grid in which players can craft items. Characters are also able to scrounge for loot
that can be used for crafting. Rising Kingdoms features an extensive trading system that can be used to acquire or exchange items or sell items or services. It's an advanced system that makes players money on an hourly basis and also allows them to trade their items and even rent them out. Players can also sell the things they have to use their money to buy more items. Rising Kingdoms features a rich

and advanced social system, including multiple types of relationships between the different characters, ranging from being close friends to being enemies. Players can even form groups with their friends to engage in a wide variety of adventures together. There are also over 120 different quests and tasks to complete, ranging from simple escort jobs to legendary loot quests. The skill system is very
deep and allows characters to specialize in several areas of skills. Players can acquire skills in the way they 82157476af
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